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Abstract
Direct survey measures of sensitive beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors may generate
biased prevalence estimates. “Social desirability bias” is often invoked as a catchall
term to describe the various sources of measurement error associated with sensitive
questions. We synthesize work in social psychology and political science on impression
management and social desirability to develop a reference group theory of sensitivity bias encompassing both nonresponse and misreporting. We conduct a census of
the published and unpublished list experiments conducted to date and compare the
results with direct questions. Relative to list experimental estimates, we find that sensitivity biases are typically smaller than 10 percentage points and in some domains,
approximately zero. We find that list experiments appear to deliver on their promise
of approximately unbiased prevalence estimates. However, in some cases we find that
they are unnecessary and are often conducted with samples that are too small. We
conclude with specific recommendations for researchers choosing among measurement
strategies when asking sensitive questions.
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1. Introduction
Self reports are widely used by social scientists to study quantities that are difficult or
impossible to measure without asking a question on a survey. In a small number of welldocumented cases, validation studies show that survey estimates can be highly biased. For
example, the voter turnout rate in the U.S. is below 60%, but survey estimates put it at
between 75 and 85% (Ansolabehere and Hersh 2012). In the other direction, one metaanalysis found that 30-70% of clinically-confirmed recent drug users reported they had not
used drugs (Tourangeau and Yan 2007).
Sensitivity bias is the special form of measurement error that stems from the sensitivity of
the attitude or behavior being measured; it is theoretically and practically distinct from other
sources of measurement error like anchoring, question order effects, or random noise. What
makes a topic sensitive depends on the beliefs a subject holds about the relevant reference
groups. Sensitivity bias can manifest as nonresponse or misreporting. Respondents may
refuse to respond to some kinds of questions in some circumstances, and others may respond
but with false, distorted, or imprecise answers.
Determining whether sensitivity bias is a problem in a particular outcome domain is often
a matter of intuition, conjecture, or previous theoretical expectations. In a limited number
of areas such as turnout and drug use, high-quality validation studies guide assessments
of the risk of bias. In other areas, two common heuristics are used. The taboo heuristic
considers whether the topic of the question may be uncomfortable for respondents. The
social desirability bias heuristic considers asks whether social pressure exists to answer the
item in a certain way.
The vast extant literature on misreporting and nonresponse in sensitive settings often invokes the term “social desirability bias.” In our view, the term is used imprecisely. First, the
term frequently conflates the sensitivity of the topic with the properties of the measurement
tool. Second, the term leaves open to interpretation “who” desires a particular response
and why a respondent would care. We build on frameworks from both social psychology
and political science to advance a reference group theory of sensitivity bias that disentangles
these considerations.
Researchers have developed a wide variety of techniques for mitigating the biases associated with sensitive questions. Since the 1950s, when scholars in statistics first identified this
problem, cottage industries emerged in nearly every social science discipline to address it.
Techniques fall into three broad categories: changing the form of the question (Haire 1950;
Warner 1965; Miller 1984), changing the context of how the question is answered (Silver et al.
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1986), and measuring which types of people are most prone to giving false answers (Snyder
1987; Paulhus 1991; Berinsky 2004). Despite substantial progress in identifying solutions,
there is little to guide researchers in deciding whether to adopt an alternative design and
which one to select. Each method comes with costs, in terms of development and testing,
survey duration, and statistical power. We develop theoretical guidance comparing a direct
question strategy to the most common experimental solution in political science, including
the list experiment.
When should we worry about sensitivity bias? In order to answer this question, we define
sensitivity bias and consider the bias-variance tradeoff associated with choosing two different
formats: asking directly, and asking in a list experiment, a questioning technique designed to
minimize misreporting by aggregating responses with several unrelated control items (Miller
1984). Direct questions may be biased but they are low variance; indirect techniques are
possibly unbiased, but are higher variance. We compare the theoretical tradeoff with the
empirical distribution of sensitivity bias estimates. In short, we find that only when the bias
of the direct question is substantial – for a 1000-respondent survey, a bias of 20 percentage
points – is the list experiment preferred to a direct question as an estimator of the prevalence
rate of the characteristic. The burden is higher still when the researcher wishes to demonstrate that there is misreporting bias by estimating the rate of bias through a comparison
to the direct question.
In the meta-analysis portion of our paper, we reanalyze the results of 30 years of experiments that ask questions researchers worry are subject to sensitivity bias. Our research
design compares responses to the same question asked directly and as a list experiment.
Our results indicate that sensitivity bias is small for many questions, contra the evident
expectation on either the authors’ or their real or imagined reviewers’ parts that misreporting
was a concern. However, there is considerably heterogeneity in sensitivity bias across subject
domains. Because list experimental estimates are subject to a large amount of sampling
variability, we use meta-analysis to aggregate sensitivity bias estimates from many studies.
We find evidence of overreporting voter turnout, underreporting vote buying, theft, and
racial bias, and nearly no evidence of sensitivity bias in LGBT attitudes. While sensitivity
bias can certainly plague direct question estimates, these biases are typically too small to be
detected by list experiments with fewer than 3,000 subjects.
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2. Theories of sensitive survey responses
Why do questions about sensitive topics in surveys such as drug use and voter turnout
generate biased responses? We develop a reference group theory of sensitivity bias. We
distinguish between the sensitivity of the topic and the properties of the measurement tool
(typically self-reported responses to direct questions in sample surveys).

2.1 Defining sensitivity bias
Scholarly attention to bias from asking sensitive questions directly is motivated by the injunction by early survey researchers not to focus thinking about bias in survey research narrowly
on sampling variability but on “total survey error” (Deming 1944). We focus on two types
of survey error that may result from asking sensitive questions directly: nonresponse and
misreporting, each of which contributes to sensitivity bias.
Misreporting is a type of measurement error in which respondents provide false, distorted,
or imprecise answers. Misreporting may represent intentional deception, or it may be due
to self-deception, failure to reflect deeply on the true answer, or satisficing (Krosnick et al.
1996; Tourangeau and Yan 2007). The polarity, or direction, of bias is often assumed to be
toward a socially desirable or legal response. The polarity of the sensitivity bias need not
be constant across respondents.
Nonresponse comes in three forms. Respondents may not participate in a survey if they
know its contents are sensitive (unit nonresponse). Gatekeepers or community leaders may
also prevent or discourage participation, leading to mass nonresponse (Blair et al. 2014).
More commonly, when presented with a sensitive question during a survey, respondents may
not answer it (item nonresponse), often recorded as a “refused” or a “don’t know” response.
Misreporting and nonresponse due to asking sensitive questions directly is distinct from
the generic measurement error and nonresponse that plague all survey research. Here, error
and nonresponse are directly related to the latent outcome of interest. In the worst case,
surveys on sensitive topics would merely record what the set of subjects willing to respond
believe is the socially-expected answer.

2.2 A reference group theory of sensitivity bias
The dominant answer to the question of why people misreport or fail to answer sensitive
survey questions identified by social scientists since the 1950s has been social desirability
bias (Maccoby and Maccoby 1954). According to Fisher (1993, pp. 303), social desirability
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bias results from “the desire of respondents to avoid embarrassment and project a favorable
image to others.” Goffman’s The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life (1959) launched
research inquiries across sociology and social psychology into the importance of impression
management or self-presentation.1 Goffman argues that people have in their own minds an
idea of how they are perceived by others and take actions to improve that perception. Social
desirability bias is a behavioral manifestation of self-presentation. Beyond social desirability,
scholars have identified self-image, the fear of disclosure of responses, and intrusive topics as
additional causes of sensitivity bias.
Three elements of a survey jointly determine if an item will be affected by these biases:
the topic of the question (is it sensitive or not), the format of the question (is the question
asked directly and what assurances of anonymity are made), and the context in which it is
asked (who is listening to responses, and who can read or hear them after the interview).
The last element highlights the fact that we must know with respect to whom respondents
manage impressions. Psychologists and political scientists have developed and applied scales
to measure person-constant levels of desirability bias (Snyder 1987; Paulhus 1991; Berinsky
2004). Yet clearly the set of actors who the respondent believes can hear or read responses,
during and after the interview, as well as other elements of the survey context may influence
the strength of impression management pressures and the risk of disclosure.
Our theory will relax the assumption that there exists an individual difference variable
that distinguishes people on the basis of their general susceptibility to engage in misreporting
or nonresponse. Instead, we will reinterpret the evidence showing that different people do
indeed withhold at different rates in specific scenarios as features of individuals’ idiosyncratic
beliefs about and perceptions of the relevant reference group. Respondents hold beliefs about
who is asking questions, who sent the enumerators to ask, who can overhear the responses,
and who can read responses after the interview is conducted. Beliefs may be heterogeneous
across contexts and across respondents.
As an illustration, consider the Afrobarometer face-to-face survey conducted in several countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, the last question in every survey (since the second
Afrobarometer round) asks who respondents think are responsible for the survey. The
question text is, “Just one more question: Who do you think sent us to do this
interview?” Responses are coded by Afrobarometer from recorded verbatim responses.
In Figure 1, we display the proportion of responses to each answer option overall (left panel)
and the proportion responding that the “government” is responsible for the survey across
1

For a review, see Leary and Kowalski (1990).
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Figure 1: Proportion of Respondents Identifying the Organization Responsible for
Afrobarometer Surveys Overall (left panel) and the Proportion Saying the “Government” is Responsible by Country (right panel). The question text is “Just one more
question: Who do you think sent us to do this interview?” and responses were coded
by Afrobarometer from recorded verbatim responses.

countries (right panel). The figure shows that responses vary substantially across respondents, and across countries. Impression management concerns and the perceived risks of
disclosure are likely heterogeneous across respondents and context-specific.
Perhaps the most salient reference group for subjects is the enumerator asking the survey
question (Feldman et al. 1951). Subjects may presuppose (rightly or wrongly) that surveytakers have an opinion about what the correct attitude to hold is. As a result, trainings
for enumerators often include specific guidance for maintaining a neutral demeanor when
interviewing respondents (e.g., Glennerster and Takavarasha 2013). Enumerator effects,
assessed by randomly assigning subjects to enumerators of a particular type, have been
demonstrated for enumerator race (Hatchett and Schuman 1975; Cotter et al. 1982; Davis
1997), gender (Kane and Macaulay 1993; Catania et al. 1996; Huddy et al. 1997), and
perceived religiosity (Blaydes and Gillum 2013).
Bystanders, family members, coworkers, or others who may be within earshot may con6

stitute a different reference group. Subjects might feel constrained to respond in a particular
manner or not at all if under the watchful eye of a spouse, which is the motivation for the
frequently-offered survey design advice that surveys be conducted in private if at all possible (Silver et al. 1986; Aquilino 1993; Hartmann 1994; Pollner and Adams 1997; Aquilino
et al. 2000; Zipp and Toth 2002). In this case, respondents are less concerned about what
the enumerator thinks the right answers are and more worried about what their immediate
community think.
Other more distal reference groups may include those who will read responses after the
survey ends, such as the sponsoring institution or academic analysts, consumers of the survey
data including the media and the general public, or more worryingly, the government or
armed groups who might take punitive action depending on the response. Experimental
evidence suggests confirms that changing the survey sponsor can change responses to sensitive
questions (Corstange 2014).
Existing theory largely focuses on presentation of the self. However, people are not only
concerned with how they are perceived by others, but how their community is perceived
by other communities (Tajfel and Turner 1979). We label this form of sensitivity bias “sociotropic misreporting.” For example, individuals may not want the media or the general
public to know that their community supports the Taliban (Blair et al. 2014) or their community is afflicted by a high incidence of HIV. Sociotropic misreporting may also be manifested
as a respondent belief that if some reference group knew their truthful responses, costs would
be imposed on others.
Social desirability is not the only source of sensitivity bias. First, respondents face
pressures to respond that come from themselves, not only others (Greenwald and Breckler
1985). Second, questions may be seen as “intrusive,” representing taboo topics responds
feel are out-of-bounds independent of perceived social desirability (Tourangeau et al. 2000).
Here, nonresponse may be more common than misreporting. Third, respondents may fear
their responses will be disclosed to authorities such as governments, criminals, armed groups,
or employers.
We synthesize these strands into a reference group theory of sensitivity bias. Sensitivity
bias occurs when all four of the following elements are present:
1. A reference group, or set of people or organizations the respondent has in mind when
considering how to respond to a survey question. A reference group could be the
respondent him or herself.
2. A respondent perception that the reference group can learn the subject’s response to
7

the sensitive question.
3. A respondent perception of a descriptive social norm about what response (or nonresponse) the reference group desires.
4. A respondent perception that failing to provide the response desired by the reference
group would entail costs to themselves, other individuals, or groups. Costs may be
social (embarrassment), monetary (fines), or physical (jail time or personal violence).
Using these four criteria, we distinguish sensitivity bias from other forms of measurement
error. For example, we draw a fine distinction between self-deception and recall failures. If
respondents misreport because they do not want to admit, even to themselves, that they
participate in the sensitive behavior, direct questions will suffer from sensitivity bias. If
however, respondents simply do not spend sufficient cognitive energy to recall whether, for
example, they voted in the most recent midterm election, direct questions will be biased,
but not because of sensitivity.
A voluminous research literature examines the distinction between implicit and explicit
attitudes (Greenwald and Banaji 1995; Greenwald et al. 1998). Implicit attitudes are unknown even to the respondents themselves, so subjects cannot self-report them. We only
consider sensitivity bias that may plague measures of explicit attitudes (Littman 2015).
At a theoretical level, we draw no distinctions here between attitudes and behaviors.
Measures of both could be distorted by sensitivity bias, depending on the reference group, the
perceived risk of disclosure to that reference group, perceived social norms, and the perceived
costs. As an empirical matter, it is unknown whether measures attitudes or behaviors face
a greater threat of sensitivity bias.
In the next section, we turn to how a specific measurement tool, the list experiment, may
or may not alleviate sensitivity bias by making a respondent’s survey responses invisible to
a particular reference group.

2.3 List experiments to reduce sensitivity bias
The list experiment, also known as the item count technique and the unmatched count
technique, hides individual responses to a binary sensitive item by aggregating it with the
answers to several binary control items. Sensitive item responses, thus, are hidden from
enumerators, bystanders, and data consumers who only hear the count including control
items. Researchers can estimate the prevalence rate of the sensitive item by subtracting the
average count of the control items from the observed count, leaving only the sensitive item.
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Why does this address misreporting and nonresponse due to the sensitivity of the question? The list experiment is designed to minimize self-presentation concerns and the risk of
disclosure. Self-presentation concerns of the respondent are addressed by avoiding revealing
the sensitive item response to the enumerator, bystanders, or later data consumers. Presentation concerns about self-image are not addressed, however. The list experiment also
minimizes the risk of disclosure. Authorities, such as employers or parents, cannot exactly
identify the sensitive item response for most respondents. (We discuss the cases in which
responses are exactly identified in a moment.) The list experiment does not change the bias
from asking intrusive questions, because the text of the question includes the same sensitive
item text found in the direct question.
The list experiment obscures individual responses to the sensitive item, but still allows
analysts to estimate sample quantities including sensitive item prevalence and other relevant
quantities. To illustrate how, we introduce a minimum of formalism following Blair and
Imai (2012). With a set of N individuals indexed by i, we randomly assign each to a
treatment group identified by Ti = 1 or a control group identified by Ti = 0. In the control
group, we ask respondents for a count of the number of “yes” responses to J control items
indexed by j. In the treatment group, we ask respondents for a count of the number of
“yes” responses to a set of J + 1 items, the J control items plus the sensitive item. We
define two sets of potential outcomes. We represent the “yes” or “no” responses to each
item as Zij (t) for t = 0, 1, i.e. the latent response to item j for respondent i in treatment
group t. We then represent the observed counts of “yes” responses as Yi (t). The control
PJ
potential outcome Yi (0) =
j=1 Zij (0) ranges from 0 to J and the treatment potential
PJ+1
outcome Yi (1) = j=1 Zij (1) ranges from 0 to J + 1 given the addition of the sensitive item.
The observed outcome is defined as Yi = Yi (Ti ).
A main aim of researchers is to estimate the sample prevalence of the sensitive item, i.e.
P
τ ≡ N1 N
i=1 (Yi (1) − Yi (0)). In order to identify this quantity, four assumptions must be invoked. These are described in Imai (2011), but we recapitulate them here. First, the standard
assumptions for identifying the average treatment effect in an experiment: noninterference
(sometimes referred to as SUTVA, or the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption) and the
ignorability of the treatment status. Both are typically guaranteed by design.2 These two
2

Noninterference requires that subjects’ outcomes depend only on their own treatment status and not on
that of other subjects. In list experiments (and in survey experiments in general), noninterference is typically
assured by design because subjects take the surveys separately. Ignorability requires that the treatment be
independent of the potential outcomes Yi (1) and Yi (0) and is guaranteed by design in list experiments because
the treatment is randomized.
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assumptions are required to identify the average treatment effect in observed counts.
Two additional assumptions are required in order to interpret this treatment effect as the
sensitive item prevalence rate. Both assumptions are exclusion restrictions. No design effects
assumes that responses to the control items do not differ in treatment and control. No liars
assumes that respondents do not misreport the “yes” or “no” response to the sensitive item
within the count.3 Substantively, no liars means that list experiment responses are distorted
by sensitivity bias; the protection provided by the list experiment removes the threat of costs
because the reference group cannot learn subjects’ responses. No liars would be violated if
subjects were still unable to admit the truth to themselves.
Under noninterference, ignorability, no design effects, and no liars, the sample sensitive item prevalence is nonparametrically identified. We estimate this quantity using the
difference-in-means estimator, which is an unbiased estimator under these assumptions. Robust HC2 standard errors are justified by the design.4
For political scientists, quantities of interest beyond the sensitive item prevalence have
also been of interest. Subgroup prevalence (analogous to conditional average treatment
effects in standard experimental settings) and their differences can be estimated with the
same tools and justifications. For surveys that also include a direct question on the same
topic, like the Kenya postelection survey reported in Kramon (2016), the difference between
the list experiment estimate and the direct question estimate of the sensitive item propensity
is often of interest. The difference is sometimes labeled an estimate of social desirability bias
(Janus 2010; Blair and Imai 2012), though it is better thought of as an estimator of sensitivity
bias more generally.
2.3.1

Example: Vote Buying in Kenya

We illustrate the design with an example. Kramon (2016) reports on a post-election survey
after the 2007 Kenyan election of a nationally-representative sample of 2, 000 Kenyans. The
survey focuses on estimating the proportion of voters who experienced vote buying during
the election. To do so, the authors use a list experiment and a direct question. Respondents
were randomized into two groups.5 In the control group, respondents were read the following
PJ
PJ
Formally, the no design effects assumption states that for all respondents i, j=1 Zij (0) = j=1 Zij (1).
∗
The no liars assumption states that for all respondents i, Zi,J+1 (1) = Zi,J+1
.
4
Other estimators, including ordinary least squares with covariate adjustment or the nonlinear least
squares estimator proposed in Imai (2011), invoke additional modeling assumptions in order to generate
more precise estimates and to enable to the estimation of other quantities of interest including multiple
regression coefficients.
5
A third group saw a treatment list with a different sensitive item. This group is included in the results
section below but is ignored for the purposes of this example.
3
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instructions:
Election campaigns are a busy time in our country. I am going to read
you a list of some of things that people have told us happened to them
during the 2007 campaign. I am going to read you the whole list, and
then I want you to tell me how many of the different things happened
to you. Please do not tell me which of the things happened to you,
just how many. If you would like me to repeat the list, I will do so.
1.

Politicians put up posters or signs in the area where you live.

2.

You read the newspaper almost every day to learn about the campaign.

3.

You met a politician personally to discuss his or her candidacy.

4.

You discussed the campaign with a chief or another traditional leader.

Responses in this control group represent the total number of control items the respondent
answers “yes” to. In the “Influenced” treatment group, the same script was read but with a
fifth item added to the list:6
5. You voted for a party or politician because they gave you money
during the campaign.
In the “Received” treatment group, the fifth item read:

5.

You received money from a party or politician.

Thus, in the treatment groups, responses represent the count of the number of “yes”
responses to the set of control items and the sensitive item. The observed data for treatment
and control are displayed in Table 1.
Using data from the Kramon (2016) postelection survey in Kenya, we can estimate the
prevalence rate of vote buying, the main quantity of interest in the study. The author also
investigates whether vote buying is more common in localities where political parties can
monitor individual votes, an implication of classical theories of vote buying. We estimate
the conditional prevalence rate between areas with and without the ability to monitor, and
its difference.
Figure 2 presents our results. The “influence” question appears to be affected by sensitivity bias: the list experiment estimate, while imprecisely estimated, is definitively higher
6

Typically, item order is randomized and the sensitive item is not necessarily the last item.
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Count
1
2
3
4
5

Received Influenced
Control Treatment Treatment
290
235
215
235
280
204
72
96
113
25
30
29
0
12
8

Table 1: Observed list experiment responses by treatment status for whether a bribe was received
(third column) and whether the bribe influenced the respondent’s vote (second column) from the
2007 Kenya postelection survey reported in Kramon (2016).
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Figure 2: Estimated prevalence of vote buying from the list experiment and the direct question,
and conditional prevalence rates among localities according to the strength of party ability to
monitor voting.

than the direct question estimate. By contrast, the direct and list experiment estimates
of the proportion of respondents who received money from parties or politicians are quite
similar.
2.3.2

Violations of the identifying assumptions

In most settings, the random assignment and noninterference assumptions are assured by
design, but the same cannot be said for the no liars and no design effects assumptions.
No liars might be violated if treatment group subjects’ true response to the list experiment
would be “all” or “none,” but they report a different value instead. An answer of “none”
would identify them as a “no” to the sensitive item and an answer of “all” would identify
them as a “yes” to the sensitive item. For these respondents, the list experiment offers no
protection from the aggregation with the control items, so we should not expect a change in
the self-presentation pressures or the risk of disclosure. Glynn (2013) describes this specific
violation of no liars as floor and ceiling effects.
12

Blair et al. (2014) provide direct evidence of both floor and ceiling effects in their study
of respondents in rural parts of five war-affected provinces in Afghanistan. Zero out of 2, 756
respondents answered “none” in the treatment group, and zero answered J + 1 items. As
an aside, these data also indicate that these relatively uneducated respondents were able
to understand that the list experiment gives them cover – precisely because they avoided
response options that would exactly identify their position on the sensitive item.
Scholars have devised design-based and model-based approaches to address ceiling and
floor effects. Glynn (2013) provides advice on selecting control items to minimize the number of respondents who would respond “all” or “none” in the treatment group: choose
negatively-correlated items, a high propensity item, and a low propensity item. Blair and
Imai (2012) develop maximum likelihood models to adjust for ceiling effects, floor effects,
or both. Ahlquist (2018) proposes alternative forms of misreporting due to satisficing, and
Blair et al. (Forthcoming) propose maximum likelihood models to address them.
Even in the absence of floor or ceiling effects, no liars might be violated. The higher the
count in the treatment group, the higher the probability that the sensitive item response is a
“yes.” Respondents who perceive that their list response provides partial information about
the sensitive item may “lie” in the sense of decrementing their true list response by one.
Respondents may also (correctly or incorrectly) believe that enumerators and bystanders
may be able to predict the control item count based on respondent characteristics. When
items are negatively correlated and high-and low-prevalence items are included, the accuracy
of these predictions increase. For example, if half control items are things most Democrats
would agree with and the other half are things most Republicans would agree with, then
predicting the control item count based on respondent partisanship is easy.
Violations of no design effects occur when respondents evaluate the control items differently in treatment and control. Respondents may be affected simply by the number of
items in a list, so in the treatment group which has one more item than control respondents
may change responses to the control items (Flavin and Keane 2009). If respondents evaluate
items in a list relative to each other, the addition of a new item may change their evaluations of the control items. Indeed, even if respondents do not evaluate items relative to one
another, the addition of the sensitive item may simply act as a frame that changes how they
think about other items.
Design effects may also be induced by the presence of the sensitive item in the treatment
group list due to its sensitivity. Scholars worry that adding the sensitive item triggers
impression management concerns generally, and that may spill over into the control items.
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Yi (0) = 0
Yi (0) = 1
Yi (0) = 2
Yi (0) = 3
Yi (0) = 4

Bribe Received
Zi = 0
Zi = 1
est. s.e. est. s.e.
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.11 0.03 0.36 0.02
0.06 0.02 0.32 0.03
0.02 0.01 0.09 0.02
0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01

Bribe Influenced Vote
Zi = 0
Zi = 1
est. s.e. est. s.e.
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.09 0.03 0.38 0.02
0.11 0.02 0.27 0.03
0.02 0.01 0.09 0.02
0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01

Table 2: Estimated proportions of latent responses to the control items and the sensitive item
from the two list experiments reported in Kramon (2016). Negative estimated proportions would
indicate a violation of the no design effects assumption. No negative estimates obtain.

Zigerell (2011) notes that respondents may want to send a strong signal that they do are
not answering the sensitive item in the affirmative by deflating their responses to the control
items to be closer to or at a zero response. For this reason, scholars have noted that the
control items need not be nonsensitive (Blair and Imai 2012), and indeed it may be preferable
if the items are similar in content and sensitivity to the sensitive item.
Like any excludability assumptions, the no liars and no design effects assumptions are
not directly testable and their credibility in any given research scenario must be justified
with theoretical argument and qualitative evidence. That being said, a statistical test of the
null hypothesis of no design effects was proposed in Blair and Imai (2012).7 The test relies
on the fact that, under the four assumptions outlined above, the joint distribution of the
potential outcomes Zij (0) and the sensitive item Zi,J+1 (1) is identified. We can estimate the
proportion of respondents that fall into each possible cell representing a pair of a control item
count (from 0 to J) a sensitive item response (0 or 1). When those counts are estimated to
be negative, this indicates that respondents’ answers to the control item counts differ across
treatment and control – a violation of the no design effects assumption. To illustrate, we
present estimates of each cell in Table 2, all of which are estimated to be positive. The
p-value of the test described in Blair and Imai (2012) is 1, indicating a failure to reject the
null of no design effect.
7

Aronow et al. (2015) combine direct questions and list experiments to motivate an alternative test of
the no liars and no design effects assumptions. Among those who directly admit to the sensitive behavior,
the list experimental estimate should be equal to one – rejecting the null hypothesis that it is is equivalent
to rejecting at least one of the no liars, no design effects, and “no false confessions” assumptions.
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3. Tradeoffs in the Choice of a Measurement Design
When the four criteria of sensitivity bias are met and researchers wish to mitigate the risk of
bias, the list experiment is a tool that may reduce bias for reasons described in the preceding
section. However, the list experiment presents a well-known bias-variance tradeoff. Direct
questions may be biased, but they produce low-variance estimates. Under the assumptions
described above including no liars and no design effects, list experiments are unbiased, but
they produce relatively-high variance estimates. In this section, we characterize theoretically
the bias-variance tradeoff between several designs that rely either on direct questions or the
list experiment. In the next section, we assess with a meta-analysis where on this biasvariance curve existing studies fall.
Consider a study of N = 2, 000 subjects with a true prevalence rate (π ∗ ) of 50%, but that
has a misreporting bias (b) of the direct question of 10 percentage points. Yi is the response
that subject i gives to the direct question. The direct question estimator D̂ is the sample
P
mean, i.e. D̂ = N1 N
1 Yi . As we demonstrate in the appendix building on Samii (2012), the
variance and standard error D̂ are given by,

V(D̂) =

π ∗ ∗ (1 − π ∗ ) + b ∗ (1 − b) + 2 ∗ (b − b ∗ π ∗ )
N −1

Plugging in the assumed values of N = 2, 000, π ∗ = 0.5, and b = 0.1 and taking the
square root yields a standard error of 0.015, or 1.5 percentage points.
By contrast, the variance and standard error of the list experiment conducted among the
same set of subjects is much larger. As shown in the appendix, these are given by
V(L̂) =

4 ∗ V ar(Yi (0) + π ∗ ∗ (1 − π ∗ )
,
N −1

where V(Yi (0)) is the variance of the control item response. Assuming the variance is equal
to 1 (Glynn 2013, p. 163, footnote 6), we obtain a standard error for the list experiment
of 0.046, or 4.6 percentage points. For the same number of subjects, the list experiment is
(4.6/1.5)2 ≈ 10 times more variable than the direct question. Stated differently, a researcher
would need a sample of 20,000 subjects in order to produce a list experiment estimate as
precise as the direct question with 2,000. The intuition for this stark shortcoming of the list
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experiment is that only half the sample is asked about the sensitive trait and their responses
are further obscured by adding noise (the control count). At the end of this section, we
discuss innovations in the design of list experiments that aim to mitigate this difficulty.
In what follows, we consider how the properties of these two designs, the direct question
and the list experiment, inform the decision to undertake a list experiment. The choice to
do a list experiment will depend on the goal of the research. We identify three main goals:
1. To estimate a prevalence rate as well as possible, in terms of root mean squared error
(RMSE).
2. To demonstrate the presence of misreporting bias, via a hypothesis test against the
null of no difference between the direct and list estimates.
3. To estimate the difference in prevalence rates across experimental or nonexperimental
groups.

3.1 Estimation of prevalence rate
In some research settings, the primary goal is obtaining a good estimate of the overall prevalence rate of a sensitive trait, as in Gervais and Najle (2018), which sought to estimate the
proportion of the U.S. that is atheist. It is unclear, ex ante, which measurement procedure,
the direct question or the list experiment, will render estimates that are closer to the true
prevalence rate. The direct question is low variance, but thought to be biased, the list experiment is unbiased, but will have a higher variance. The main parameters that govern which
approach will have a lower root mean squared error (RMSE) are the extent of bias and the
sample size of the study.
Figure 3 provides a visual explanation of how these factors interact. All else equal, the
higher the true bias of the direct question, the more we prefer the list experiment. However,
for many sample sizes, the direct question has lower RMSE, even in the face of substantial
misreporting bias. The line in the figure describes the bias/sample size combination at which
researchers should be indifferent between the two methods on the basis of RMSE. For a study
with 1,000 subjects, the bias must be greater than 6 points to prefer a list experiment; at
2,000, the bias must be greater than 4.5 points.
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Figure 3: Difference in root mean squared-error between list experiments and direct questions

3.2 Demonstrate existence of misreporting bias
Another goal in some settings is to show that a particular domain is or is not plagued by
misreporting bias. Lax et al. (2016) conduct a list experiment and a direct question to
estimate support for same-sex marriage; they find no difference and conclude that direct
questions produce trustworthy measures of attitudes about same sex marriage. Coppock
(2017) uses a similar design to demonstrate the apparent absence of “Shy Trump Voters.”
Typically, researchers will first estimate the difference across questioning modes, then
conduct a hypothesis test against the null of no difference. The higher the bias or sample
size, the higher the power of this design to detect misreporting bias. However, figure 4 shows
that the power is generally quite poor. The figure plots the bias / sample size combinations
at which the power to detect misreporting bias is 80%. At 1,000 subjects, the bias would
need to be 20 percentage points in order to reach 80% power; even at a sample size of 2,000,
power to detect biases of 10 percentage points is well below the conventional power target.

3.3 Group differences in prevalence rates
Many social scientific theories predict that prevalence rates will differ according to subgroups
defined by individual-level covariates such as race, gender, or political orientation. Further,
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Figure 4: Statistical Power to Detect Withholding Bias

some experimental interventions are designed to change whether or not a person holds an
attitude or engages in a behavior. In both the observational and experimental cases, a
common concern is that the differences in prevalence rates obtained by a comparison of the
average direct question response across groups are biased due to misreporting. In such cases,
a common practice is to estimate the difference in prevalence rate via a regression of the list
experiment response on treatment, and indicator for group membership, and the interaction
between the treatment and group membership indicators. The coefficient on the interaction
term is an estimate of the difference-in-prevalence rates.
As described in Samii (2012), the high variance of the list experiment frustrates the
comparison of prevalence rates across groups, regardless of whether those groups are formed
experimentally or on the basis of background attributes. Figure 5 shows that the power to
detect even substantial differences in prevalence rates is abysmal. Differences must exceed
25 percentage points before a 2,000 unit study has 80% power to detect them; they must be
20 points or more in the case of a 3,000 unit sample. Conclusively demonstrating that two
groups have different prevalence rates requires extreme differences and very large samples.
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Figure 5: Statistical Power to Detect A Difference-in-Prevalence

3.4 Using list experiment estimates as a predictor
Every quantity of interested presented thus far has the list experiment as the outcome of
study. In some applications, the sensitive item is a predictor, not an outcome. A simple
analysis would construct predicted probabilities of the list experiment, for example from
a linear probability model, and include those predicted as a predictor in the regression of
interest. Imai et al. (2014) propose several more efficient estimators that build on this
intuition. We leave to future research examining the bias-variance tradeoff in using the list
experiment as a predictor compared to using direct question responses.

3.5 Improving power of the list experiment design
The high variance of the list experiment technology has not escaped the notice of survey
methodologists, who have generated a suite of improvements over the standard list experiment design, most of which have variance reduction as their primary goal. In this section, we
describe each innovation in terms of the effective sample size improvement over the standard
design, allowing a direct comparison of designs using a common metric.
Droitcour et al. (1991) proposes the double list experiment in which all subjects participate in two list experiments with different control items but the same sensitive item.
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Subjects are randomly assigned to see the treatment list in one experiment but not the
other; the combined estimate from each experiment has approximately 50% the variability
of the equivalent single list experiment. Glynn (2013) focuses on the selection of the control
items and suggests that researchers choose control items that are negatively correlated with
one another, with the goal of reducing the variance of the control items as much as possible.
If the variance of the control items were equal to zero, the list experiment would be exactly
as precise as a direct question conducted on half the sample. In such a scenario, it must be
mentioned, the list experiment would provide no cover at all and those with the sensitive
trait in the treatment group would be exactly identified. In practice, however, the standard
deviation of control items is difficult to reduce much below 0.65.
Other scholars have proposed various methods for combining list experiments with other
sources of information. Blair et al. (2014) proposes a combined list and endorsement experiment that succeeded in reducing the variance of the list experiment by 12%. Aronow et al.
(2015) derive a method for combining list and direct questions by conducting a list experiment among those subjects who do not directly admit to the sensitive trait. This procedure
recovers the precision of the direct question among those whose answers are presumed to be
truthful and combines it with the unbiased estimate generated by the list experiment among
those who do not admit. In their applications, the combined estimator decreased variance
by 12% to 50%. Chou et al. (2018) provide a generalization of Aronow et al. (2015) to any
subgroup among whom the true prevalence rate is known. Auxiliary information of this
sort, though rare, can dramatically reduce variability. In their application to support for an
antiabortion ballot measure, auxiliary information in the form of known vote totals reduced
the variance of the list experiment by an estimated 88%.
Model-based methods to improve power of the list experiment include the linear regression, non-linear least squares, and maximum-likelihood models proposed in Imai (2011).
Maximum likelihood models have also been proposed for the LISTIT design (Corstange
2009; Blair and Imai 2012). Subsequent modifications are designed to accommodate violations of the no liars assumption including ceiling and floor effects (Blair and Imai 2012) and
nonstrategic misreporting due to satisficing (Blair et al. Forthcoming).
Table 3 shows how each of these methods help to decrease variance. The final column
shows what the sample size of the standard list experiment design would need to be in order
to achieve the same precision as each method conducted on a sample of 2,000 subjects. The
feasibility of each improvement will vary depending on the application; sometimes unavoidable features of the setting will cause violations of the specific assumptions invoked by each
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% Variance Reduction

Effective Sample Size

Double list experiment (Droitcour et al.
1991)

50%

4,000

Control item advice (Glynn 2013)
Combined list and endorsement
experiment design (Blair et al. 2014)
Combined list experiment and direct
question design (Aronow et al. 2015)
Using auxiliary information (Chou et al.
2018)

40% - 55%
12%

3,400 - 4,440
2,250

12% - 50%

2,250 - 4,000

88%

25,000

Table 3: Variance reduction and increase in effective sample size (relative to a N = 2,000 standard
design) of alternative list experiment designs

design. For example, if misreporting bias affects different subgroups in opposite directions,
the required assumption of monotonicity in Aronow et al. (2015) would be violated and the
method cannot be used. If the sensitive trait is a behavior, it can be difficult to construct
an endorsement experiment – in such cases, the proposal in Blair et al. (2014) would not be
feasible.

4. Research design
When should researchers worry about sensitivity bias? If it is a risk, is the list experiment
the right tool to mitigate the risk? We conduct a meta-analysis of list experiments to provide
answers to both questions. We estimate the level of sensitivity bias in domains that span
the social sciences, by comparing responses to the same question asked directly and asked
as part of the list experiment. We then present the empirical distribution of estimated bias
and sample size. We use this evidence to assess where on the bias-variance tradeoff identified
in the last section as the way to choose between asking direct questions and using the list
experiment.
We attempted a census of all list experiments ever conducted, published or otherwise, as
of December 31st, 2017. We certainly failed in this task. At a minimum, we have heard from
colleagues of list experiments they ran that were never written up and whose data is long
since lost. We searched Google Scholar, SSRN, the Harvard Dataverse, and political science
conference programs for the past seven years with the search terms “list experiment,” “item
count technique,” “unmatched count technique,” and “double list experiment.” We then
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published this list of studies on www.sensitivequestions.org and on the authors’ personal
Twitter accounts with a call for any additional studies that we might have missed. This
search yielded 147 papers containing 469 distinct experiments.
We collected general metadata on each study and classified the sensitive question topic
into a series of categories modeled on Blair and Imai (2012). We hand-coded the following
meta-data about each study: the discipline, substantive category and subcategory, the survey
mode (in person, online, telephone, or other), and the polarity of the sensitive item, i.e.,
the hypothesized direction of the misreporting bias. This process involved stipulating a
reference group, the supposed preferences of the group, and the costs a subjects would face
for giving the “wrong” answer. While we acknowledge that misreporting bias could, in
principle, cut both ways depending on subgroups, we encountered no articles that made
strong theoretical or empirical claims to that effect. We categorized each direct question as
being prone to overreporting, prone to underreporting, or nonsensitive. We relied on the
theoretical arguments in made in the original articles where available, and substituted our
best judgment in the remainder of cases.
We gathered statistical information about the list experiments using a cascading data
collection approach. In the best case, we obtained the replication dataset from online journal
appendices, the Harvard Dataverse, authors’ personal websites, or private communication.
When replication data were not available, we searched the paper for a crosstab of list experiment responses by treatment condition (similar to 1). These crosstabs contain sufficient
information to reconstruct all required statistics. For each list experiment for which we had
data or could reconstruct from a crosstab, we calculated the difference-in-means estimate
of prevalence and standard error. Finally, if neither the data nor the crosstab was available, we searched the paper for the estimated prevalence rate and standard error. In rare
cases, a study reported a prevalence rate estimate but no standard error; in those cases we
imputed our best guess for what the standard error would likely be from the sample size.
These guesses derive from a regression of the estimated standard error on sample size among
studies for which both figures were available. This admittedly crude procedure both comes
close to the theoretical standard errors under reasonable assumptions and does a moderately
good job of predicting the standard error in those cases where it is known (R2 = 0.54).
The direct question estimates of prevalence all come from the original authors. Some
studies obtained direct estimates by asking the direct question to either their entire sample
or a random subset; others referred to an estimate obtained by other scholars or agencies.
We logged whichever direct estimate was reported by the original authors. We grant that
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this procedure is subject to selection bias. If authors preferred to report direct estimates that
are either very different from or very similar to the eventual list estimate, then the resulting
meta-analytic picture would be distorted. However, we elected not to independently obtain
direct prevalence estimates (e.g., from publicly-available surveys) as such discretion could
lead to the perception that we were seeking to obtain a pattern either favorable or unfavorable
to list experiments.
Publication bias arising from the file-drawer problem (Gerber and Malhotra 2008; Franco
et al. 2014) has, anecdotally, been a problem in the list experiment literature. We might
reasonably assume that papers featuring list experiments would be easier to publish if the
method provides a novel or surprising result. In most circumstances, this means demonstrating that the list estimate is different from the commonly accepted estimate or one derived
from direct questions. In the course of our data collection, we heard from many scholars
who claimed to have “not found anything” when using a list experiment. We tried hard to
overcome the publication filter bias by seeking both published and unpublished experiments.
We also acknowledge a second source of selection that may have influenced our results:
the direct question estimates. In all cases, we relied on the original paper to provide direct
question estimates. In many cases, direct questions were not available; by no means is this
missingness at random. In cases where direct questions were available, we must entertain
the possibility that authors (consciously or unconsciously) chose direct question estimates
that were favorable or unfavorable to the authors’ view of misreporting bias in their survey context. If publication and career incentives at play favor demonstrations of bias over
demonstrations of limited bias, we expect both that the “missing” direct questions are those
that do not disagree with the list experiment estimate and that the direct question we do
have would be selected to be maximally different from the list estimate. We acknowledge
that arguments that the bias is understated could also be made in at least some domains.

4.1 Assessing the assumptions of the list experiment
We rely on the list experiment estimate of the prevalence of the sensitive item as a measure
of the true prevalence rate. To do so, we invoke the four assumptions described in Section 2.3. Before we conduct the meta-analysis, we assess the validity of these assumptions.
In particular, we examine the key no design effects assumption.
For each list experiment we collected, we perform a test of the no design effects assumption
from Blair and Imai (2012), described above in section 2.3. Out of 160 list experiments for
which we have sufficient information to conduct the test, only 6 fail. The test itself may be
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somewhat underpowered to detect small violations of no design effects, but the overwhelming
success rate suggests at a minimum that large violations of no design effects are implausible.
We include the few studies that fail for fear they are false positives; our conclusions are
robust to the inclusion or exclusion of these few studies.

4.2 Meta-analysis of sensitivity bias
With the list experiment and direct question estimates in hand, we estimated the difference as
an estimate of misreporting bias. We estimated the standard error of the difference between
the direct and list estimate assuming independence of the two estimates.8 We calculated a
95% confidence interval for the difference under a normal approximation, i.e. we added and
subtracted 1.96 · SE(difference) from the estimated difference.
In interpreting the difference between list experiments and direct questions as a measure
of sensitivity bias, we make several assumptions in addition to the standard assumptions of
the list experiment. We assume no differential nonresponse between questions. We assume
there are no order effects. We assume that differences in question wording of the sensitive
item do not affect responses. Finally, we assume that the list experiment and direct question
were asked of the same sample, or of two samples from the same population.

5. Results
We present two sets of results. First, we provide an answer to the question, when should we
worry about sensitivity bias? We present meta-analytic estimates of the degree of sensitivity
bias across many subject domains in the social sciences. Second, if sensitivity bias is present,
we present empirical evidence to identify where on the bias-variance tradeoff between list
experiments and direct questions. This empirical distribution helps answer the question,
should I use a list experiment to mitigate the risk of sensitivity bias?

5.1 Estimates of Sensitivity Bias
Our database of pairs of list experiments and direct questions is highly heterogeneous, so we
will present results in a series of figures grouped by substantive topic area. In the appendix,
we provide the direct question, the sensitive item, the two prevalence estimates, and their
q
2
2
Specifically, we calculated SE(difference) = SE(list) + SE(direct) . This formula assumes that the
direct and list estimates are independent; this assumption will be mildly violated if both the direct and
list estimates are calculated on the same sample. Under the assumption that direct and list estimates are
positively correlated, our naive estimates of sampling variability are conservative.
8
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difference for each study separately. We present here six topic areas most relevant to political
science: nonsensitive questions, theft and fraud, racial prejudice, LGBTQI attitudes, vote
buying, and turnout.
Each figure displays the direct estimate minus the list experiment estimate, with a 95%
confidence interval around the difference. Under the list experiment assumptions, higher
values indicate that subjects overreport the sensitive behavior or attitude when asked directly
and lower values indicate that they underreport. We have categorized the direct questions
according to whether, according to the original authors and in our own judgement, sensitivity
bias should be positive or negative.9 Interpreting the difference between list and direct as
an estimate of sensitivity bias depends on the list experiment assumptions as well as the
ancillary assumptions enumerated above.
We begin with questions that the original authors deemed “nonsensitive.” In terms of
our four necessary conditions for sensitivity bias, we think these questions are nonsensitive
either because the reference group (presumably the survey enumerator or the researchers) do
not have a preference over the answers or there are obviously no costs associated with giving
a dispreferred answer, if it exists. This category of questions includes topics like watching
CNN or brushing one’s teeth. The comparison of list and direct estimates of prevalence
presented in Figure 6 confirms these intuitions: on average, the difference between the two
question formats is close to zero. The fact that the answers do not appear to diverge provides
a validation that at least in these experiments, the no liars and no design effects assumptions
do not appear to be violated.
By contrast, direct question measures of the prevalence of theft and fraud appear to
be badly biased downward by sensitivity bias. Figure 7 shows that the list estimate is
usually (but not always) higher than the direct estimate in this topic area. On average, the
difference is 9 percentage points (SE: 2.3 points). When subjects face the clear threat of a
legal consequence (in addition to the social disapproval from the enumerator that they may
be avoiding), they withhold true answers. Further, the list experiment appears to provide
enough cover for subjects to be honest.
One of the earliest successes of the list experiment was the study of racial prejudice,
beginning with Kuklinski et al. (1997). Figure 9 shows a curious pattern of results. We do
find suggestive evidence of overreporting support for black politicians or a family member
marrying a black person. We do not, however, find evidence that respondents underreport
9

We actively investigated the possibility that sensitivity bias might cut in different directions for different
subjects. In our dataset of papers, we found no instances of original authors claiming cross-cutting biases,
either theoretically or empirically.
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racist attitudes. In fact, on average, the list experiment estimates are below the direct
measures, running counter to the notion that subjects are unwilling to directly report racist
views. Figure 8 shows that the pattern observed for racial attitudes does not appear to
extend to LGBTQI attitudes. Neither attitudes that ought to be overreported nor those
that ought to be underreported exhibit signs of sensitivity bias.
Lastly, we turn to two important political behaviors, turnout (Figure 11 and vote buying
(Figure 10). Consistent with theoretical expectations, we find that turnout is overreported
by an average of 7 points (SE: 3 points) and that vote buying is underreported by an average
of 8 points (SE: 2 points). Meta-analysis is an important tool for increasing precision in these
two cases, as many of the study-level estimates of sensitivity bias are very imprecise.

5.2 Empirical Distribution of Estimated Bias and Sample Size
The corpus of list experiments described in the previous section provides an means to gauge
the extent to which list experiments conducted to date are of a sufficiently large size for
either goal: achieving a better RMSE or demonstrating the existence of misreporting bias.
The graph shows three regions. Below the lower curve, it is likely that direct questioning
would have produced answers closer to the truth (in RMSE terms) than the list experiments.
Between the two curves, the choice between list experiments and the direct question depends
on the goal of the research. These list experiments are large enough to produce lower RMSE
than the direct question, but are not large enough to reliably demonstrate the existence of
misreporting bias. The studies that are above both curves are large enough to be preferable
for either purpose. Figure 12 shows that many list experiments are simply too small.
We emphasize, as discussed in Section 3.5, that the indifference curves between list experiments and direct questions included in Figure 12 assume the standard list experiment
design. The true position of each study relative to indifference between the two designs is
better represented by its effective sample size, adjusting for any improvements to list experiment design and analysis implemented in that study. The effective sample of each study
can be estimated using the deflators in Table 3 for each design and analysis modification.

6. Discussion
Scientific survey research traces its origins to George Gallup’s first nationwide sample survey
in 1936. Shortly thereafter, scholars began to worry if the answers they obtained suffered
from misreporting and nonresponse due to the sensitivity of some questions.
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Our main goal in this paper was to use the existing cache of list experiment and direct
question prevalence estimates to characterize when such worries are warranted. Perhaps
unsurprisingly given the huge range of questions that have been investigated using list experiments over the past three decades, the answer is, “it depends.” Subjects overreport
turning out to vote, underreport participating in vote buying, underreport illegal behaviors
like theft, and appear to report prejudice relatively accurately.
Our meta analysis also helps researchers to reason about the probable magnitude of
sensitivity biases. We find that biases are typically smaller than five percentage points and
are rarely as large as ten percentage points. While sensitivity bias is a real challenge for
survey research, the extent of the problem is not as daunting as is sometimes presumed.
It appears to be normal for respondents to accurately report their sensitive attitudes and
behaviors.
From a research design perspective, sensitivity biases on the order of five to ten percentage
points present scholars with a difficult choice. The high variance of list experiments means
that, even if the assumptions hold, the substantive conclusions will be highly uncertain. In
terms of root-mean-squared error, unbiased list experiments are dominated by biased direct
questions at most sample sizes. In other words, unless sample sizes exceed 3,000 subjects,
direct questions will tend to be more accurate than list experiments, even in the presence of
non-negligible sensitivity biases.
These results should temper our expectations of sensitivity bias in many domains. In
particular, we worry that scholars substitute their own norms of socially acceptable attitudes
for the imagined norms of their subjects. For example, consider the relatively popular
explanation for the 2016 US Presidential election polling miss that there were “Shy Trump
Voters.” Coppock (2017) reports the results of a large experiment that recovers no evidence
of under-reporting support for Trump in any measured subgroup. That study leads us
to suppose that the “Shy Trump” hypothesis caught because many in the media, polling
organizations, and academia believed that Trump supports should be ashamed of themselves
and supposing that they were leads to the expectation that direct reports were biased. In our
view, expectations of sensitivity bias need to be rooted in a concrete theory of which reference
group subjects are concerned with. In the candidate support case, one imagines that the
relevant reference group is the polling organization. It appears that Trump supporters were
not overly concerned with managing the impressions held by the presumably liberal polling
organizations, perhaps because they were not ashamed of their support.
Survey subjects appear, on the whole, to cooperate with survey researchers. Conditional
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on agreeing to participate in the survey, respondents seem to answer most direct questions
with what they think is the truth. This paper aims to clarify under what conditions this
baseline expectation is likely to be wrong. The clearest evidence of bias comes from domains
like illegal activity or political support in violent settings, where the main concern of subjects
is disclosure of dangerous information that would trigger truly negative consequences. In
other domains, where the social reference group that we worry subjects are concerned with
impressing is the survey team, we find less evidence of bias. This finding accords with recent
experimental work showing limited evidence of experimenter demand effects (Mummolo and
Peterson 2017; White et al. 2016).
Our study faces some important limitations. First and foremost, this is not a validation
study. For most topics, we do not have access to the true prevalence rate. Indeed, this lack is
what occasions the reliance of survey estimates of prevalence in the first place. Relatedly, this
study relies on a comparison of two possibly flawed technologies. A statistically insignificant
difference between the direct and list estimates of prevalence might indicate that the direct
question does not exhibit sensitivity bias, but it might just as easily reflect similar biases
in both methods. For example, if the list experiment does not protect responses from the
reference group of the self, then no liars is violated and the list experiment is not unbiased
for the true prevalence rate. The strong performance of list experiments on nonsensitive
questions allays this concern to some degree, but not entirely.
Another limitation concerns the variability of the list experiment. As discussed in section 3.2, the power to detect moderate sensitivity bias, so our conclusion of limited bias
in most direct measures may be an instance of “accepting the null of no bias” rather than
properly failing to reject it. The more cautious and correct interpretation is that we can rule
out biases greater than 10 or 15 percentage points in most cases. Biases on this order are of
course very meaningful, but also difficult to detect with list experiments. Second, as noted,
the statistical significance filter may bias our results. Moreover, only see list experiments
that succeeded (i.e., that did not fail the design effects test) are likely to be available to us.
Despite the reasonable concern that the list experiment assumptions are unlikely to hold
in at least some contexts, the technology appears to perform surprisingly well. In the 160
list experiments for which we have sufficient information, 156 pass the design effects test. In
the 21 list experiments that are about putatively nonsensitive questions, 16 demonstrate no
statistically significant difference between direct and list. The tool itself appears to generate
approximately unbiased answers. At the same time, list experiments are known to be high
variance; our analysis reveals that most list experiments that have been conducted thus
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far have probably been too small for their research goals. Increasing sample sizes can of
course be very expensive and researchers must weigh the data costs against the benefits of
generating precise answers to their research questions, but the field should clearly move away
from conducting underpowered list experiments. If the expected bias is on the order of 5
to 10 percentage points, direct questions (if ethically and operationally feasible) should be
preferred if sample sizes are less than 3,000. Where possible, the design innovations described
in section 3.5 should be incorporated.
Our summary result is that list experiments generally work as advertised, but they are
not necessary in many settings. Researchers should ask themselves four questions when deciding whether to worry about the problem: is there a reference group respondents have in
mind when answering, whom they believe can obtain their answers and for which respondents perceive a normative response to the question, and is there an expectation that the
respondent (or others) will suffer costs if that normative response is not provided. In settings
where list experiments are called for, researchers should combat the high variance of the list
experiments the state-of-the-art designs and increase sample sizes far beyond those used in
current practice.
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classroom
online
person
phone
self-report
animal science
computer science
conservation biology
development
economics
environmental studies
management science
political science
psychology
public administration
public health
sociology
statistics
urban studies
veterinary medicine
Obtained replication data set
Reconstructed dataset from tables in paper
Required information not available
Summary statistics reported in paper

Number of Papers

Number of Studies

1
55
62
19
5
17

10
203
197
31
13
31

1
2
1
4
1
4
2
101
8
1
9
10
5
1
1
5

2
6
4
10
1
13
9
276
50
12
46
25
18
3
1
9

43
32
30
58

107
63
91
224

Table 4: List Experiment Database Summary Statistics
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Nonsensitive Attitudes and Behaviors
I am motivated to do HITs on Mechanical Turk because it give 1
I am motivated to do HITs on Mechanical Turk to make extra m

●

I am motivated to do HITs on Mechanical Turk to kill time 1

●

I am motivated to do HITs on Mechanical Turk for fun 1
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Nuclear power.

●

I brushed my teeth today.
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I am motivated to do HITs on Mechanical Turk because it give

●

Fidel Castro

●

Nuclear power. 1

●
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●

CNN
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●

Access to public transportation.

●

CNN 1

●

I believe that more theft occurs on the night shift

●

I have used "buyer's premiums" in the auctioneer business

●

I ran for office

●

Access to public transportation. 1

●

I am motivated to do HITs on Mechanical Turk for fun
I am motivated to do HITs on Mechanical Turk to kill time

●

●

−0.4

−0.2

0.0

0.2

Overreporting: Direct − List

Figure 6: Estimates of Sensitivity Bias for Nonsensitive Questions
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Theft and Fraud
Probable Underreporting Bias
I have seen a fellow employee steal $5 or more from a past e 1

●

I have received too much change and knowingly kept it at lea

●

I have at least once deliberately taken an article from a st

●

You accept buying without a receipt, to avoid paying VAT

●

I have stolen more than $5 from a past employer

●

I have seen a fellow employee steal $5 or more from a past e

●

I have taken merchandise or supplies worth more than $5 from

●

Have you engaged in any undeclared work for a private person

●

This household has at least a member currently residing abro 1

●

I am/was involved in the theft from my employer of cash, sup

●

Have shoplifted 2

●

Have you engaged in any undeclared work this year for a comp

●

Sell the meat or the live pig if suspected to be infected or

●

This household has at least a member currently residing abro

●

If I suspect FMD in my animal, I will sell that animal soon

●

I have engaged in "conspiracy nondisclosure" in the auctione

●

I am/was involved in the theft from my employer of cash, sup 2

●

I am/was involved in the theft from my employer of cash, sup 3

●

Have shoplifted

●

I am/was involved in the theft from my employer of cash, sup 1

●

I have taken merchandise or supplies worth more than $5 from 1

●

Have shoplifted 3

●

Have shoplifted 1

●

Have you ever dodged a fare, that is, deliberately used a bu

●

I have knowingly used public transportation without having a

●

Have you ever driven a car, a motorbike, a scooter, etc. wit

●

If I suspect foot and mouth disease in my animal, I will not

●

I have stolen more than $5 from a past employer 1

●

I have "misused the absolute" in the auctioneer business

●

I have failed to "disclose a material fact" in the auctionee

●

I have used a "phantom bid" in the aucitoneer business

●

I have engaged in "self−dealing" in the auctioneer business

●

I have "misrepresented experience" in the auctioneer busines

●
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Figure 7: Estimates of Sensitivity Bias for Theft and Fraud
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LGBT Attitudes and Behaviors
Probable Overreporting Bias

Probable Underreporting Bias

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally 4

●

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally 3

●

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally 5

●

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally 2

●

Oppose same−sex marriage

●

Same−sex couples should have the right to marry

●

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally 7

●

I have verbally threatened a gay person

●

I think someone who is homosexual can change their sexual or

●

I believe lesbians and gay men should be allowed to adopt ch

●

I have written graffiti about gay people

●

I think marriages between gay and lesbian couples should be

●

A law protecting gays and lesbian against employment discrim

●

Allowing gays and lesbians to marry legally

●

I have gotten into a physical fight with a person because he

●

I have damaged someone's property because he was gay

●

I would be happy to have an openly lesbian, gay, or bisexual

●

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally 6

●

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally 1

●

I believe it should be illegal to discriminate in hiring bas

●

Gays and lesbians being allowed to marry legally

●

−0.4

−0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4 −0.4

−0.2
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Figure 8: Estimates of Sensitivity Bias for LGBT attitudes
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Racial Prejudice
Probable Overreporting Bias
I am willing to support a black Presidential candidate

Probable Underreporting Bias

●

I believe Barack Obama is a Muslim

●

If someone in your family married a black person

●

A black person serving as President

●

Genetic differences contribute to income inequality between

●

A Spanish−speaking family moving in next door. 1

●

A Spanish−speaking family moving in next door.

●

−0.4

−0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4 −0.4

−0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

Overreporting: Direct − List

Figure 9: Estimates of Sensitivity Bias for Racial Prejudice
Vote Buying
Probable Underreporting Bias
They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 8

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 7

●

The benefits, gifts, or jobs the candidate offeredered you i

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 1

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 6

●

Receive a gift, favor, or access to a service in exchange fo

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor.

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 2

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 9

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 4

●

Somebody from the party I voted for offered me a gift, a job

●

Exchange your vote for a gift, favor, or access to a service

●

You voted for a party or politician because they gave you mo

●

Receive a gift, favor, or access to a service in exchange fo 1

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 5

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor 1

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor. 3

●

They gave you a gift or did you a favor

●

−0.4

−0.2

0.0

Overreporting: Direct − List

Figure 10: Estimates of Sensitivity Bias for Vote Buying
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Turnout
Probable Overreporting Bias
I voted in the most recent Presidential elections (March 4)

●

Voted in the Presidential election held on November 7, 2000 2

●

I will vote in the most recent Presidential elections (March

●

I have voted in the elections of June 2009 for the European

●

Voted in the elections held on November 5, 2002

●

Voted in the Presidential election held on November 7, 2000 1

●

Voted in the Presidential election held on November 7, 2000

●

Voted in the national parliamentary election in September 20

●

Voted in the national parliamentary election in September 20 1

●

Voted in the presidential election of November 8, 2016

●

−0.4

−0.2

0.0

0.2

Overreporting: Direct − List

Figure 11: Estimates of Sensitivity Bias for Turnout

Empirical estimates of sensitivity bias against sample size
Theoretical design decision curves overlaid
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Figure 12: Empirical distribution of bias estimates by sample size
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Appendix
A. Study results
polarity

category

est

se

Nonsensitive
Probable Overreporting Bias
Probable Overreporting Bias
Probable Overreporting Bias
Probable Overreporting Bias
Probable Overreporting Bias
Probable Overreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias
Probable Underreporting Bias

Non-sensitive attitudes and behaviors
Other
Political Attitudes and Beliefs
Political Behavior
Prejudice
Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors
Social Attitudes
Illegal Activity
Other
Personal Violence
Political Attitudes and Beliefs
Political Behavior
Prejudice
Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors
Socially Unacceptable Behavior

0.04
0.06
0.13
0.15
-0.04
0.08
0.19
-0.07
-0.08
-0.17
0.01
-0.06
0.01
0.00
-0.00

0.03
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03

Table 5: Meta-analytic summaries of overreporting, by polarity and category

B. Variance Calculations
We begin with the square of Eq. 3.4 in Gerber and Green (2012) to define the mean
squared-error of the list experiment:


1
mV ar(Yi (0)) (N − m)V ar(Yi (1))
M SEL =
+
+ 2Cov(Yi (0), Yi (1))
N −1
N −m
m
Assume m = N/2

M SEL =

1
{V ar(Yi (0)) + V ar(Yi (1)) + 2Cov(Yi (0), Yi (1))}
N −1

By no liars and no design effects, Yi (1) = Yi (0) + p∗i
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M SEL =

1
{V ar(Yi (0)) + V ar(Yi (0) + p∗i ) + 2Cov(Yi (0), Yi (0) + p∗i )}
N −1

Assume Yi (0) ⊥ p∗i (and recalling that if Y ⊥ Z, then cov(X, Y + Z) = cov(X, Y ) +
cov(X, Z))). Note that this assumption is *generous* to list experiments, because any positive correlation would increase list mse. Negative correlation in pos would violate design
effects.

M SEL =

1
{V ar(Yi (0)) + V ar(Yi (0)) + V ar(p∗i ) + 2 ∗ V ar(Yi (0))}
N −1

M SEL =

4V ar(Yi (0)) + V ar(p∗i )
N −1

Now, we define M SED . Recall that pi = 1 if unit i answers yes when asked directly.
Thus:
M SED = V ar(pi )/N + Bias2
When is M SEL < M SDD ?
4V ar(Yi (0)) V ar(p∗i )
V ar(pi )
+
<
+ Bias2
N −1
N −1
N

(1)

Define: π∗ is true prevalence rate, p∗i is true latent trait, pi is observed direct q response.
Wi = p∗i − pi . Bias = E[Wi ]
V ar(pi ) = V ar(p∗i − Wi )
= V ar(p∗i ) + V ar(Wi ) + 2 ∗ Cov(p∗i , Wi )
we need expression for Cov(p∗i , Wi )
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Cov(p∗i , Wi ) = E[(p∗i − π ∗ )(Wi − Bias)]
= Bias ∗ (1 − Bias − π ∗ + π ∗ ∗ Bias) +
(π ∗ − Bias) ∗ (π ∗ ∗ Bias − Bias) +
(1 − π ∗ ) ∗ (π ∗ ∗ Bias)
= Bias − Bias ∗ π ∗
plugging back in:
V ar(pi ) = V ar(p∗i − Wi )
= V ar(p∗i ) + V ar(Wi ) + 2 ∗ Cov(p∗i , Wi )
= π ∗ ∗ (1 − π ∗ ) + Bias ∗ (1 − Bias) + 2 ∗ (Bias − Bias ∗ π ∗ )
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